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A comprehensive examination of the Fermi surface of Mo(112) is presented. The Fermi surface contours for
the Mo(112) surface, obtained by density functional theory calculations, agree well with the direct observations
via angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and indicate the existence of flattened segments in the Fermi
contours perpendicular to the direction of the atomic furrows. Both the calculation and the experiment indicate
significant surface weight for these states. Such flattened Fermi contours at the surface can give rise to long-range
charge density waves (CDW) and long-range indirect lateral interactions, especially in the case of adsorption of
electropositive atoms. When mediated by the surface electrons, exhibiting flattened Fermi contours, the oscillatory
potential of the indirect interaction between adsorbed atoms decays very slowly (∼1/r) in the direction along
the furrows, which can explain the formation of long-period chain structures of electropositive adsorbates on the
furrowed surface of Mo(112).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Some surfaces of molybdenum, in particular the (100)
surface,1–9 are well known for surface reconstructions driven
by Peierls-like instability10–12 that originates from charge den-
sity wave- (CDW-) driven transition coupling with the surface
states at the Fermi level. The Peierls instability is induced by
Fermi surface nesting (coincidence of the electronic states at
the Fermi surface when shifted by the nesting wave vector
q = 2kF , where kF is the Fermi wave vector) and is favored
to occur in low-dimensional materials, anisotropic surfaces,
and metals that have high densities of states at the Fermi level
N (EF ). For systems with a strong electron-phonon interaction,
such properties can lead to surface reconstructions9,13 with
spatial periodicity that comes close to multiples of 2π/q.

Not only does the CDW affect the surface structural
stability, but as in the case of furrowed surfaces like Mo(112)
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, many adsorbate layers
adopt highly ordered long-period structures. In particular,
at low coverages, most of alkali, alkaline earth, and rare-
earth metals form linear chain adsorbate structures directed
across the furrows (i.e., y direction in Fig. 1) on metal-
lic surfaces, including Mo(112), resulting in commensurate
p(m × 1) linear chain structures, where m is an integer.14–45

While the period along this quasi-one-dimensional (linear)
adsorbate chains formed on Mo(112) is dictated by the lattice
constant of Mo(112) along the 〈1̄10〉 direction (4.45 Å), the
distances between the chains in these structures correspond
to m periods of the lattice constant of the furrows (m ×
2.73 Å). The formation of these quasi-one-dimensional atomic
chains oriented perpendicular to the furrows, in spite of the
interfacial dipole-dipole repulsion 2μ2/r3 induced by the
presence of adatoms at interatomic pair distance r ,24,46,47

implies the existence of an oscillatory indirect interaction,
which results in the minima of the effective potential at
interatomic distances adopted by the adatoms in the direction

along the furrows.24,39,41,43,48–53 Such indirect interaction
stems from the Friedel oscillations54 of electronic density of
the substrate, formed for screening the charged adatoms, with
the wavelength of π/kF and related indirect lateral interaction
potential given by Vind (r) ∼ cos(2kF r + δ)/rn.24,39,41,43,48–55

The phase shift δ determines the position of the first minimum
of the potential, while the “effectiveness” of the indirect
interaction at large interatomic distances, with regard to the
formation of long-period adlayer structures, critically depends
on the asymptotic decay factor 1/rn. The asymptotic behavior
of the indirect interaction strongly depends on the shape of
Fermi surface.24 For free electrons in a bulk metal, having
a spherical Fermi surface, Lau and Kohn49 suggested the
1/r5 behavior for the indirect interaction between charged
impurity atoms. This means that in the case of a spherical Fermi
surface, the lateral interactions between atoms on the surface
decays rapidly and would be short range. With the rapid decay
(∼1/r5) of the adsorbate pair interactions, large-period adlayer
structures at low coverage are unlikely to form because at
large distances the dipole-dipole repulsion (∼1/r3) dominates.
To obtain long-period chain structures of adsorbed layers at
low coverages, a persistent periodic potential is welcome.
The screening in two-dimensional (2D) electron gas can
provide much more efficient long-range interaction with a 1/r2

asymptotic decay.24,47,49 Such 2D gas of free electrons can exist
in Shockley surface states of close-packed noble metals.56–61

For example, for Ag(111), the estimated value of the Fermi
wave vector for the Shockley surface state is of 0.083 Å

−1
,56

which corresponds to the wavelength of Friedel oscillations of
∼38 Å, in agreement with the length of the observed CDW, as
well as with the positions of the first minima of the potential of
lateral interactions in adsorbed Co and Ce layers.58,59 Yet, the
more effective 1/r decay factor for the indirect interactions
between adsorbate atoms that also provides the sufficient
density of electrons required for formation of long-period
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FIG. 1. The schematic representation of the Mo(112) surface.
Crystallographic directions are labeled in relation to the Cartesian
coordinate axes used in our discussion.

structures was predicted for quasi-one-dimensional systems
having a flat segment in Fermi surface.24,47,48

It is intuitively clear that the strength of the interaction
must depend on the number of electrons that take part in the
Friedel oscillations. It is not just the density of states, but
also the directions and regions in k space, where there is a
significant density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level, matters
(i.e., the k-resolved electronic structure is important). Thus, to
better understand the rich physics of ordered long-period chain
structures on Mo(112), the details of the Fermi surface must be
understood in far greater detail than before. The Fermi wave
vector of surface-weighted states (kF ) can be used to estimate
the period of expected Friedel oscillations. Recently, there has
been a reexamination of the complexities of the band structure
of Mo(112).62 In the present study, we extend this detailed
examination of the band structure to explore the Fermi surface
of Mo(112) and explore its implications on the ordering of
quasi-one-dimensional adlayer structures on Mo(112).

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The surface of the Mo(112) sample was cleaned by the
standard method of repeated annealing (at ∼1400 ◦C) in
an oxygen atmosphere with the oxygen partial pressure of
∼1 × 10−6 torr, followed by cycles of annealing (at 1000–
1300 ◦C) and flashing (at ∼1800 ◦C) similar to the procedures
used elsewhere.15–29,32–38,40,43,45,51–53,62 Low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
were used to verify the quality of the Mo(112) surface,
including the periodic structural order. The amount of surface
contamination, such as C and O, were evaluated to be below
the detection limit of the AES. In addition, the presence of
the surface-weighted state,62 another signature of the clean
surface, was confirmed in the spectrum of angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), which can be seen in
Fig. 2(a) as the state showing strong sensitivity to surface
contamination (marked “Surface”).

The high-resolution ARPES was performed at the lin-
ear undulator beamline (BL-1)63 of Hiroshima Synchrotron
Radiation Center (HiSOR) at Hiroshima University, Japan.
The experiments were carried out using an angular (display)
mode of the hemispherical electron analyzer (R4000, VG

Scienta), with the acceptance angle of ± 15◦. The Fermi
contour mapping was performed at the incident photon energy
of h̄ω = 50 eV by rotating the sample in its surface plane
by increments of 3◦, using incident photon sources with
both s- and p-polarization geometries (the vector potential
of the incident light in the plane of the surface and 50◦
with respect to the surface normal, respectively). The band
mapping along the �̄ − X̄ high-symmetry direction was also
taken at several different photon energies with p-polarization
geometry (with the vector potential lying 40◦ with respect
to the surface normal). For both the Fermi contour mapping
and the band mapping taken for a photon energy of 50 eV,
the energy resolution was estimated to be ∼18 meV, and the
angular resolution was �0.9◦, corresponding to a wave vector
resolution of �0.054 Å

−1
at the Fermi level.

The temperature of the sample was maintained at ∼60 K
by a constant flow of liquid helium. Since the sample was
mounted on the sample holder with tungsten wires, there was
inevitably a small tilt introduced to the sample alignment. The
effect of such tilt on the band structure was nearly negligible
and was accounted for during the data analysis.

III. THE THEORETICAL METHODOLOGY

The experimental band mapping of the Fermi surface
of Mo(112) was compared to density functional theory
(DFT) semirelativistic calculations in generalized gradient
approximation.64 The calculations were performed with the
ABINIT65 package using Troullier-Martins norm-conserving
pseudopotentials.66 The periodicity in the direction normal to
the surface was maintained by adopting the repeat-slab model.
The calculations were separately performed for the slabs built
of 7, 9, and 11 layers of Mo(112) atomic planes. The vacuum
gap was about 10 Å. The optimization of positions of atoms
was performed until all forces became less than 0.05 eV/Å.
The energy cutoff of 20 hartree provided the 0.001-hartree
convergence of the total energy. Surface weights for every
band and k point were estimated by the integration of the
partial local electron density within the atomic spheres (with
r = 2.5 Bohr).

Calculations of Fermi surfaces usually require k-point
meshes of greater density than generally used for more
“regular” DFT calculations that aim only to estimate the
total energies for determination of the equilibrated structure
or used to generate a calculated band structure and DOS. With
a rough mesh of k points, some bands crossing EF may be
missed, which complicates the comparison with experimental
Fermi surface. This is especially true here; the number of the
bands increases dramatically for Mo(112), especially along
the �̄ − X̄ direction, and some of the bands can cross the
Fermi energy twice within the reduced surface Brillouin
zone (SBZ) along the �̄ − X̄ direction.61 Thus, while the
0.001-hartree convergence of the total energy was achieved
with the 6 × 4 × 1 grid of k points, the detailed Fermi surface
of the Mo(112) could be obtained only with a 8 × 5 × 2 grid
and did not change significantly with further increases of
the density of k points. The 16 × 10 × 2 grid, giving 108
nonequivalent k points, was adopted for the calculations of
the Mo(112) Fermi surface. The Fermi surfaces calculated
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FIG. 2. (Color) The ARPES band mapping of Mo(112) along the �̄ − X̄ direction in p-polarization geometry using 50-eV photon energy.
The energy versus wave-number plot (a), taken shortly after the cleaning, clearly shows the surface-weighted band, labeled as “Surface,”
with kF = 0.59 ± 0.02 Å

−1
that is estimated to have more than 78% charge localization within the first two layers.62 In the energy versus

wave-number plot (b), taken after adsorption of small amount of contamination (largely CO), the previously visible band “Surface” (a) is absent.
The panel (c) shows the MDCs at the Fermi level taken with the incident photon energies of 22, 40, 50, and 70 eV and with p-polarization
geometry.

from a 7- and 11-layer slab are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)
respectively.

In the Monte Carlo simulations of the adsorbed layers
within the lattice gas model, dynamical equilibration of a sur-
face adlayer structure is achieved by moving randomly chosen
particles to neighboring sites along the furrows.39,41,50,67,68 The
probability of each replacement (one “jump”) of the particle
is determined by the Boltzmann factor exp( − �E/kBT ), or
if the replacement leads to decrease of the total energy, that
is, �E < 0, the probability is taken to be unity. As a result
of such an equilibration procedure (typically 10–20 jumps
per particle are required), at low temperatures well-ordered
structures of adlayers are formed, while at higher temper-
atures the adlayers become disordered. Relative intensity
of the corresponding LEED images can then be evaluated
in kinematical approximation, which gives the model I (T )
plot required for comparison with experiment. Consideration
for the experimental parameters, in particular the typical
coherence width for LEED, tends to favor a larger lattice,
so we have chosen the size of the matrix to be about 100 ×
100 Å

2
, with periodic boundary conditions.

IV. THE FERMI SURFACE OF MO(112)

The band structure of Mo(112) along �̄ − X̄ line is partly
illustrated in the band mapping obtained from ARPES, shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) (taken with 50-eV photon energy in
p-polarization geometry). Figure 2(a) shows the short band

diminishing toward higher binding energy with a Fermi level
crossing at ∼0.59 Å

−1
labeled as “Surface.” The recent

band structure calculation shows that this band is strongly
surface weighted and exhibits ∼78% charge localization
within the first two layers on Mo(112) with a large d3z2−r2

contribution.62 In fact, this band is seen to be very surface
sensitive in the ARPES spectrum, as only a small amount
of contamination (largely CO) destroys this surface-weighted
state [see Fig. 2(b)]. In order to further verify the surface origin
of this band, the momentum distribution curves (MDCs) at
the Fermi level is plotted for four different photon energies
in Fig. 2(c). From the photon energy dependence of the
MDC spectra, it is evident that the kF (i.e., the peak position
of MDC) of the band labeled “Surface” only shows some
photon energy dependence, mostly within the experimental
error, and its intensity is persistent at least for the four
different photon energies used here. Such insensitivity to the
incident photon energy likely indicates some conservation of
the two-dimensionality of this state (i.e., the surface state).
The ARPES intensities of other two bands show the noticeable
photon energy dependence and hence at least some bulk weight
(in our recent study,62 the band marked “bulk” in Fig. 2(c) is
identified as a pure projected bulk state, and the unmarked
band was suggested to be a surface resonance state). In this
current study we are mainly concerned about the surface states
and surface resonance states of Mo(112).

The Fermi surface of Mo(112), calculated for the 7-layer
and 11-layer Mo(112) slabs, is shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
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FIG. 3. (Color) The Fermi surface of Mo(112), calculated for the
7-layer (a) and 11-layer (b) Mo(112) slabs. The overlaid contour
lines of the Fermi surface in the (112) plane calculated for the 7-
layer (green), 9-layer (blue), and 11-layer (red) Mo(112) slabs in (c).
Since the number of the bands crossing Fermi level depends on the
thickness of the slab, the contours pertinent to particular thickness
may be understood as representatives of the projection of a bulk Fermi
surface, while those remaining essentially at the same position (so
that they nearly coincide and thus do not depend on the thickness)
are indicative for the Fermi contours with strong surface weights.

respectively. Since the number of the bands crossing the Fermi
level depends on the thickness of the slab, the calculated Fermi
surfaces do differ in some respects with the changes in the slab
thickness. The calculated Fermi surfaces for the Mo(112) slabs
of different thickness, nonetheless, show common features,
which can be attributed to the segments of the Fermi surface
pertinent to the Mo(112) surface. As the surface bands and
surface resonance bands do not significantly depend on the
thickness of the slab adopted in model calculations, only those
bands that remain at nearly the same positions regardless of the
number of layers are indeed characteristics of the surface.62

The same is valid also for the contours of the Fermi surfaces in
the (112) surface plane. Figure 3(c) shows the Fermi surface
contours calculated with 7-layer (green), 9-layer (blue), and
11-layer (red) slab models. The Fermi contours remaining
essentially at the same position (so that they nearly coincide
and thus do not depend on the thickness) are indicative for the
segments of Fermi surface with strong surface weights.

The maps of angle-resolved photoemission intensities at EF

for the SBZ of Mo(112) obtained for both p- and s-polarization
geometries are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.
The calculated contours of the Fermi surface using the
11-layer slab are overlaid, in which the circles (◦) indicate
the surface-weighted states. Comparison between the Fermi
contour mapping taken with p- and s-polarization geometries
enables us to use the dipole selection rules of photoemission to
identify the symmetry properties of the electronic states along
(or near) the high-symmetry directions. Due to the reflection
symmetry of Mo(112) with respect to the xz plane, both the
bulk and the surface electronic states along the �̄ − X̄ line
can be classified into either even or odd under the reflection
about the xz plane. For the Fermi surface mapping taken with
p-polarization geometry [Fig. 4(a)], since the surface-parallel

FIG. 4. (Color) The Fermi surface of Mo(112) obtained at the
photon energy of 50 eV with (a) p- and (b) s-polarization geometry
as described in detail in the experimental section. In both polarization
geometries, the sample was rotated by the increment of 3◦ to obtain
the presented image. The contours of the Fermi surface calculated for
the 11-layer Mo(112) slab are overlaid. The calculated Fermi contour
lines with dots indicate the Fermi contours with strong surface weight.

component of the vector potential of the incident light lies
along the x direction (when scanning along the �̄ − X̄ line),
the dipole selection rule reveals that the observed states (near
the �̄ − X̄ line) must be even under xz-plane reflection. On the
other hand, with the s-polarization geometry [Fig. 4(b)], the
similar argument can be made to conclude that the observed
electronic states along the �̄ − X̄ must be odd under xz-plane
reflection.

It is important to note that, strictly speaking, the symmetry
of Mo(112) is described by C1h group (composed of the
identity operation and the reflection about the �̄ − X̄ axis,
or xz plane). Therefore, we would not generally expect the
electronic states along the �̄ − Ȳ line to possess any nontrivial
symmetry (i.e., the only symmetry operation for these states
is identity operation). However, as can be seen in Fig. 4, the
electronic states at ∼0.45 Å

−1
along �̄ − Ȳ shows noticeable

dependence on the incident light polarization (states clearly
visible in p-polarization but almost invisible in s-polarization).
In our experimental setup, this is the expected polarization
dependence according to photoemission dipole selection rules
when the state possesses the even symmetry with respect to
the reflection about the �̄ − Ȳ line. In fact, our calculations62

suggest the dominant orbital characters of this band to be
dx2−y2 , which is even with respect to the �̄ − Ȳ line. Thus,
although the strict C2 invariance is absent for Mo(112) surface,
the near symmetry is sufficient to produce the strong light
polarization dependence in the photoemission experiment
(within dipole approximation). For the above reason, the
near-even symmetry (under reflection about �̄ − Ȳ) may be
attributed to the states observed at ky∼0.45 Å

−1
.

Of particular interest in the experimental Fermi surface
mapping with the p-polarization geometry [Fig. 4(a)] is the
nearly straight contour crossing the �̄ − X̄ line at kx = 0.59
± 0.02 Å

−1
, close to the midway along this high-symmetry

line. Our calculation and experiment indicate the significant
surface weight for this contour throughout the SBZ, as signified
by the circles (◦) in Fig. 4. The strong intensity of this contour
near the �̄ − X̄ axis is absent in the map for s-polarization,
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FIG. 5. (Color) The schematic of the effective potential for
the lateral surface interaction along the furrows for Sr/Mo(112),
resulting in widely spaced quasi-one-dimensional chains of Sr
running perpendicular to the surface corrugation of Mo(112).
(a) The potentials for Sr adatoms due to the surface-weighted states
crossing EF (or the sheets of the Fermi surface crossing the �̄ − X̄
line) at kF = 0.58 Å

−1
and ∼0.8 Å

−1
, calculated using Eq. (1)

with appropriate phase δ, are shown by a black dotted and blue
solid curves, respectively. The effective potential, including the both
surface-weighted states and the dipole-dipole interaction between
Sr adatoms (green dashed line), is shown as a red/ solid curve.
(b) Including considerations for the potential relief of the substrate,
(the depth of the relief along Mo(112) furrows for Sr, calculated
by Kiejna and Nieminen,42 is 0.08 eV) the adatom separation of 9a

becomes more favorable than that of 5a because of the closer match
of the minima between the effective potential (red) and potential relief
(black) of Mo(112).

which indicates that these states are of predominantly even
symmetry with respect to the reflection about the �̄ − X̄
line (and exactly even on �̄ − X̄), in agreement with the
previous identification.62 The visible weak intensity smeared
out along the �̄ − X̄ line between 0.4 Å

−1
and 0.65 Å

−1
is

likely attributed to the odd-symmetry bulk electron pockets
identified in the earlier study.62 The features of this flattened
Fermi contour, for the Mo(112) surface, are in good agreement
with the calculation, including the wave number kx for this
contour on the�̄ − X̄ line, which is estimated to be 0.58 Å

−1
.

The identified flattened segments perpendicular to the �̄ −
X̄ line (the direction of atomic furrows) provide a significant
opportunity for Fermi surface nesting, which, in principle, can
result in a number of phenomena such as induced surface
reconstruction due to enhanced electron-phonon coupling,
pronounced Kohn effect, and forming CDWs. In particular,
surface reconstructions, induced by adsorption,69–72 may well
be aided by such nesting vectors.

V. THE INDIRECT INTERACTIONS AND ADLAYER
CHAIN ORDERING AT LOW COVERAGES

The surface-weighted flat segments of the Fermi contour,
as noted above, may well be essential for the quasi-one-
dimensional behavior of the screening electrons at the Mo(112)
surface. When mediated by these surface electrons in flattened
segments of Fermi contour, the surface Friedel oscillations
decay with the distance as 1/r,24,47,48 which provides an
extremely efficient indirect interaction at large interatomic
distances and can explain the formation of long-period chain
structures for electropositive adsorbates on the furrowed
transition metal surfaces.24,39,41,43,48–53 Taking into account the
dipole-dipole interaction, the potential of the lateral interaction
between adsorbed particles in the direction along the furrows
(i.e., normal to the flat sheets of the Fermi surface) is
roughly24,39,41,43,48–53

V (r) = 2μ2

r3
+ Acos(2kF r + δ)

r
. (1)

It is possible, in principle, to determine the A and δ from
first principles, though the amplitude A and phase shift δ

can also be chosen from the best fit to the observed adlayer
periodicity. Because of the changes in the surface charge
distribution arising from the adatoms adding or subtracting
the charge to and from the surface, there is always the
complication of changes in the Fermi contour changing with
the addition of electropositive atoms at the surface; the addition
of electropositive atoms at the surface will generally shift
the Fermi-level crossings to larger wave vectors. However,
for large interatomic distances between adsorbate chains, the
accuracy of calculations within the slab model is often also
limited because of greatly increased computational time for
larger unit cells containing many transition metal atoms. It
is often desirable to simply choose the phase shift to fit one
of the minima of the potential to the favorable interatomic
distance observed in the experiment. The dipole moment μ of
adsorbed electropositive atoms can be derived from the rate of
the decrease of work function through the Helmholtz equation.

For Mo(112), the spatial period of oscillations of the
potential for the electropositive adlayers along the atomic
furrow (i.e., x direction in Fig. 1) seems to fall between four
and five periods of the substrate lattice constant (a = 2.73 Å).
For example, at low coverages, Li and Mg on Mo(112) form
the p(4 × 1) structure, while Sr and Ba form the p(5 × 1)
structure.15–39 For Sr, another minimum of the potential of
the indirect interaction along the furrows has been found at
nine lattice constants (9a = 24.6 Å).57 The p(9 × 1) structure
starts to form at coverages well below 1/9 of a monolayer,
which indicates the growth of islands of p(9 × 1) structure, and
with increasing coverage, transforms to the p(5 × 1) structure,
whereas intermediate structures [like p(8 × 1), p(7 × 1), and
p(6 × 1)] are not observed.17,18,39,57 Hence, the minimum of
the potential for Sr adlayer at 9a must be deeper than at 5a—this
is necessary for the formation of the p(9 × 1) rather than the
p(5 × 1) structure at low coverages.

The Fermi wave vector determined both from the ARPES
experiment (0.59 ± 0.02 Å

−1
), and the calculations (0.58 Å

−1
)

for the prominent surface-weighted band are in agreement and
roughly correspond to the wavelength of the surface CDW of
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approximately 5.4 Å. The effective potential for Sr adatoms
due to this surface-weighted state is thus calculated using
Eq. (1) with the appropriate phase δ and shown as black dotted
curves in Fig. 5(a). In this graph, the minima at 5a and 9a

can be identified, which are in fact expected. On the other
hand, another minimum at ∼7a should also be identified,
which apparently gives rise to the formation of a p(7 × 1)
structure for intermediate Sr coverage, not observed in the
experiments. However, the possible contributions from all
the surface-weighted bands to the indirect effective potential
should be considered before drawing the conclusion. This
means that the other surface-weighted band that participates
in the surface screening, with a different Friedel oscillation
period, must be taken into account, and with this inclusion,
we find the collective sum canceling out the minimum at
7a expected in the most naı̈ve picture, as will be discussed
below. The addition of the band crossing EF (or the sheet
of the Fermi surface crossing the �̄ − X̄ line) at ∼0.8 Å

−1

should provide a more complete picture and the proper spatial
dependence of the potential. The potential, including both the
surface-weighted states with kF = 0.58 and 0.80 Å

−1
and the

dipole-dipole interaction between Sr adatoms, is shown as a
red solid curve in Fig. 5(a). Note that the potential minimum
at 7a has disappeared.

The adatom separation of 9a becomes more favorable than
that of 5a because of the closer match of the minima between
the effective potential (red) and potential relief (black) of
Mo(112) when there is due consideration for the potential
relief of the substrate, as illustrated by Fig. 5(b). This is
based on a depth of the potential relief for the diffusion of Sr
adatoms along Mo(112) furrows as calculated by Kiejna and
Nieminen,42 of the order 0.08 eV. Therefore, at Sr coverages
less than 1/9 of a monolayer, the formation of the p(9 × 1)
structure should still be expected, while the p(5 × 1) structure
will start to form for coverages above 1/9 monolayer. It should
be noted also that the preference of the p(9 × 1) structure at low
coverages likely indicates that the minimum of the net lateral
potential for the 9a distance is deeper than for 5a, which can
be obtained only with the sufficiently slow asymptotic decay
of the potential of indirect interaction in Eq. (1) for Mo(112).

Obviously, the suggested model potential, presented in
Fig. 5, provides only a qualitative (or semiquantitative)
description of the lateral interactions between Sr adatoms. The
potential has been generated using Eq. (1) assuming, somewhat
arbitrarily, the same amplitudes A of Friedel oscillations for
screening electrons in different sheets of Fermi surface and
which were chosen to yield reasonable values of the lateral
interactions. It should be noted also that the depth of the
various minima of the potential found here are in agreement
with results of DFT calculations by Kiejna and Nieminen.42 It
perhaps should be noted that these variations on the contour
of this corrugated surface (the minima) are about an order of
magnitude smaller than the depth of the potential relief along
the furrows [see Fig. 5(b)]. The fact that these minima of the
potential energy contour, due to surface electrons, are quite
shallow means that there are some limitations to the accuracy
of these model calculations. With these deficiencies in mind,
the model does demonstrate that the flat segments of the Fermi
surface can explain (at least, in principle) the formation of the

FIG. 6. (Color online) Snapshots of adsorbate ordering, ab-
stracted from a sequence of Monte Carlo simulations for characteristic
Sr coverages on Mo(112), and these are provided together with
the related model LEED patterns, seen to be in agreement with
experiment.18 The p(9 × 1) structure is formed at coverages below
and equal to 1/9 monolayer (a). With increasing coverage, the phase
transition from the p(9 × 1) to p(5 × 1) structure reveals itself in
characteristic coupling of LEED reflections (b). The formation of the
p(5 × 1) structure is completed at the coverage of 1/5 monolayer (c).

long-period chain structures observed at low coverages of Sr
on Mo(112).17,18,39

With an estimate of the dependence of the lateral interaction
on the distance between adatoms, the formation of chain
structures can be visualized through Monte Carlo simulations,
using the standard Metropolis technique within the lattice-gas
model. In Fig. 6, the snapshots obtained in the course of the
simulations with parameters of the lateral interaction [denoted
by circles in Fig. 5(b)], are shown for characteristic Sr cov-
erages together with related model LEED patterns. The phase
transition from the p(9 × 1) structure, forming at a adlayer
coverage of 1/9 monolayer to the p(5 × 1) structure as the cov-
erage increases, reveals itself in the characteristic coupling of
the LEED reflections, in perfect agreement with experiment.18

The surface CDW, in principle, can be visualized by
scanning transmission microscopy (STM), as has been demon-
strated in number of studies performed on close-packed noble
and some transition metal surfaces. The Mo(112) surface,
however, is a difficult surface to image the surface CDW
because of the complexity in preparing a clean surface with
the quality sufficient for obtaining good STM images at the
necessary low bias.73 Alkali and alkaline earth metals are also
notoriously difficult to image in STM because of the strong
hybridization of the frontier s-orbital with the substrate. It is
useful, nonetheless, to predict how the CDW will appear in
STM, and this can be simulated using the Tersoff-Hamann
method.74 The model STM picture is shown in Fig. 7 for the
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The p(9 × 1) Sr structure on Mo(112)
surface (a) is compared to the model scanning tunneling (STM) image
(b). The induced CDW should be revealed in the modulation of the
brightness of the image of Mo atoms of the rows, i.e., modulation of
the intensity along the direction of the substrate corrugation.

case of the p(9 × 1) Sr adlayer structure on Mo(112). It is seen
that the brightness of the images of the atoms of the surface
Mo(112) substrate rows is modulated by the CDW with the

period of about 2a, consistent with the kF = 0.58 Å
−1

along
the �̄ − X̄ line by the flattened segment of Fermi contour.

VI. CONCLUSION

The Fermi surface contour of Mo(112) are calculated and
are mapped in angle-resolved photoemission. Fermi surface
contour images in ARPES are seen to exhibit different features
with p- and s-polarization geometries. These differences are
attributed to the different symmetries of the surface-weighted
bands crossing the Fermi level and consistent with prior
band mappings.24,62,69,75–77 The most prominent feature of
the Mo(112) Fermi contour, identified both in the ARPES
experiment and in our calculation, is the existence of flattened
contours perpendicular to the 〈1̄1̄1〉 direction [i.e., perpendicu-
lar to the surface furrows of Mo(112) substrate]. The electrons
associated with the flattened contours of the Fermi surface
are expected to give rise to well pronounced surface CDWs,
especially in the case of adsorption of electropositive atoms.
The related oscillatory potential of the indirect interaction
between adsorbed atoms decays as 1/r in the direction
along 〈1̄1̄1〉 direction, which may explain the formation of
long-period chain structures of electropositive adsorbates on
Mo(112) surface.
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